An 3D elastic-plastic rough contact solution and code is developed using a modified semi-analytical method. It is supposed that the total surface deflection is induced by the contact pressure and plastic strain. The purely elastic contact and the influence of the plastic deformation are calculated iteratively until convergence is satisfied. The distributions of contact pressure, residual stress and plastic strain are obtained through simulation. The effects of roughness and plastic hardening upon the pressure distribution are discussed.
Purely elastic contact is calculated first, yielding pressure distributions and stress fields. Next the distribution of the plastic strain is calculated using von Mises yield criterion and a specific hardening law. Then the deflection induced by the plastic strain is calculated, which changes the original geometry of the surfaces. Thus the purely elastic contact is recalculated based on the new surfaces. The calculation is repeated until the convergence condition is satisfied. A fast convergence method (FCM) is applied to increase the speed of computation; the determining factor is the accurate setting of the initial increments of the plastic strain and residual displacement.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An elastic-plastic contact (EPC) code is developed to simulate the contact between a rigid ball with radius of 20mm and a steel half space. It is supposed the steel material demonstrates linear hardening with different elastic-plastic tangential modulus E T . The smooth contact is simulated first to verify the code. The pressure curves for different hardening behavior are shown in Fig.1 . It is found that the smaller hardening (smaller E T ) will lead to a flatter pressure curve. For rough contact the complicated surface geometry induces intense stress concentration and plastic deformation at local regions. It also leads to an irregular distribution of contact pressure. Fig.2 shows the various pressure distributions for different surface roughness. It is found that larger roughness results in more irregular curves. The local plastic region expands with the increase of local pressure. When the plastic region reaches the surface, the plastic deformation becomes so compliant that the local pressure cannot increase any more. Therefore the local pressure has an upper bound, which is defined as three times the stress strength Y σ in this approach.
This perfect plasticity only occurs in the local high-pressure regions. The plastic hardening behavior in other region is still valid and influences the general pressure distribution (Fig.3) . The surface roughness also influences the distribution of the total stress, residual stress and plastic strain within the bodies. Fig. 4 shows the distributions of total von Mises stress for different roughness. The maximum stress occurs beneath the surface when Rq is 179nm and moves up to the surface when Rq increases to 1073nm. 
